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Fashion design: teaching and interaction regimes

1 INTRODUCTION
The study comprises the interaction regimes in the disciplines aimed at
visual, verb-visual and audiovisual productions in the Fashion Design course at Centro
Universitário Senac - Santo Amaro. It investigates how accident and adjustment
interaction regimes can contribute to the teaching of constructivist orientation. This
promotes the approximation of content to the students' realities, critical and rupture
positions. For that, we resort to concepts such a presence, identity / otherness,
existence, chance, potentiality. The work is based on the discursive semiotics
developed by Greimas, unfolded by Landowski and Oliveira and the educators Freire
and Ostrower.
The constructivist educator aims at doing: reflect, question, research,
analyze, criticize, create, apply, solve, etc. Freire defended the development of the
student's autonomy and based his pedagogy on the student's reality. Such
methodology implies manipulations by both parties, educator and apprentice,
encompassing the concepts of identity and otherness.
The interaction regimes by programming and manipulation can be clearly
seen in education, as they are guided by the programmed pedagogical project.
Through manipulation by: seduction, temptation and provocation, the educator makes
the student do and the same is done by the student in the education defended by
Freire. We recall that manipulation by intimidation characterizes authoritarian
educational practices and still prevails in educational establishments.
In addition to cognition, the body apprehends theseically. In “Estesia e
experiência do sentido”, Oliveira unveils aesthetic memory, clarifies the relationships
given between the sensitive and the intelligible and shows how feeling, doing and
reflecting come together for the “production of meaning”. Hence the question of this
work: how do the interaction regimes by adjustment and by accident, which take the
sensitive into account, contribute to teaching?
2 DEVELOPMENT
The program guides the course programmed. The disciplines Integrative
design, Fashion design, Photography applied to fashion and the Course Completion
Work of the Fashion Image research line follow narrative programs and encompass:
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product and / or theme definition, objectives and aesthetic direction, research, creative
processes / experimentation, work execution.
As for the manipulation regime, the educator uses the strategy for students
to want to do. They are qualified to employ discursive semiotics in methodologies for
the analysis of fashion manifestations.
In education that takes the other into account, the adjustment interaction
regime can assist the educator. There are two forms of sensitivity: reactive is that
between bodies and objects, such as when using a computer keyboard or
photographic equipment and the second one is perceptual that understands the
interactions between teacher and student(s) and between student(s) in the educational
space.
Fashion has incorporated languages such as performance. Remember the
end of the Alexander McQueen show, when the model is “attacked” by two robots. The
discontinuity, the unexpected experienced by the public was revived by the students
when they watched the performance. After all, in “Da imperfeição”, Greimas shows the
possibility of aesthetic events in any situation. In the discovery made by the student
himself, the occurrence is stored in memory, arousing affectivity. In the development
of the project, the testing of possibility in the productions, even if they are programmed,
demand the student's openness so that accidents can be incorporated into the
creation.
There are dysphoric accidents like the pandemic, breaking with the
programming. Yet, there are euphoric accidents, such as the difficulty overcome by
students, their innovative creations or their positive return, they are the “expectation of
the unexpected” (GREIMAS, 2002, p. 83) that remain in the memory, giving meaning
and meaning to teaching.
3 CONCLUSION
The reflections indicate that all interaction regimes that occur in the teaching
of the proposed framework can be extended to other disciplines and courses.
Manipulation and programming occur in any educational practice, and adjustment and
accident integrate the constructivist orientation teaching in a positive way. In
authoritarian education, the accident is dysphoric for both teacher and student, it is a
fatality. In the constructivist, there is a possibility that the accident is positive for teacher
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and student. For both, the incorporation of chance promotes innovation. For the
student, original works and, for the teacher, the reframing of teaching, fuel for the sense
of being a teacher. In authoritarian teaching, there is no adjustment between teacher
and student or, at least, this is avoided, as this teaching orientation promotes a
distance between both teacher/student and between students, so that the latter have
difficulty in feeling together. In the opposite way, the constructivist practice seeks to
make feel together. In relation to manipulation, while in constructivist teaching,
teachers and students manipulate alternately, make doing, in authoritarian teaching,
only the teacher does it. Thus, only in the programming regime do the two educational
orientations meet.
It is observed that the teaching of a constructivist nature, considers
sensitivities and creative processes that promote experiments, in which the accident
(chance), can be incorporated. This promotes the emergence of innovative works.
Conversely, authoritarian education places the teacher in a higher position than the
student, supporting the copy of works already done, being linked to tradition. From
these notes, we understand the need for teachers to combine the intelligible and the
sensitive so that teaching and learning are meaningful.
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